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Abstract

In a previous paper we have established the theory of trans�nite reduction for orthogonal term rewriting

systems� In this paper we perform the same task for the lambda calculus�

From the viewpoint of in�nitary rewriting� the B�ohm model of the lambda calculus can be seen as an

in�nitary term model� In contrast to term rewriting� there are several di�erent possible notions of in�nite term�

which give rise to di�erent B�ohm�like models� which embody di�erent notions of lazy or eager computation�
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�� Introduction

In�nitary rewriting is a natural generalisation of �nitary rewriting which extends it with
the notion of computing towards a possibily in�nite limit� Such limits naturally arise in the
semantics of lazy functional languages� in which it is possible to write and compute with
expressions which intuitively denote in�nite data structures� such as a list of all the integers�
If the limit of a reduction sequence still contains redexes� then it is natural to consider
sequences whose length is longer than � � in fact� sequences of any ordinal length�

In�nitary rewriting also arises from computations with terms implemented as graphs� Such
implementations suggest the possibility of using cyclic graphs� which correspond in a natural
way to in�nite terms� Finite computations on cyclic graphs correspond to in�nite computa�
tions on terms�

The in�nitary theory also suggests new ways of dealing with some of the concepts that
arise in the �nitary theory� such as notions of unde�nedness of terms� In this connection�
Berarducci and Intrigila ��Ber� BI	
�� have independently developed an in�nitary lambda
calculus and applied it to the study of consistency problems in the �nitary lambda calculus�

In �KKSdV	� we developed the basic theory of trans�nite reduction for orthogonal term
rewrite systems� In this paper we perform the same task for the lambda calculus� In contrast



�� Basic de�nitions �

to the situation for term rewriting� in lambda calculus there turn out to be several di�erent
possible domains of in�nite terms� These give rise to di�erent B�ohm�like models of the
calculus corresponding to di�erent notions of laziness�

This paper is a revised version of the paper �In�nitary lambda calculus and B�ohm models�
appearing in the Proceedings of the Conference on Rewriting Techniques and Applications�
Kaiserslautern� April �		� It di�ers from that version primarily by a rewriting of section ��

�� Basic definitions

��� Finitary lambda calculus
We assume familiarity with the lambda calculus� or as we shall refer to it here� the �nitary
lambda calculus� �Bar�
� is a standard reference� The syntax is simple� there is a set Var of
variables� an expression or term E is either a variable� an abstraction �x�E �where x is called
the bound variable and E the body�� or an application E�E� �where E� is called the rator
and E� the rand�� This is the pure lambda calculus � we do not have any built�in constants
nor any type system�
As customary� we identify ��equivalent terms with each other� and consider bound variables

to be silently renamed when necessary to avoid name clashes�

��� What is an in�nite term�
Drawing lambda expressions as syntax trees gives an immediate and intuitive notion of in�nite
terms� they are just in�nite trees� Formally� we can de�ne this set as the metric completion
of the space of �nite trees with a well�known �ultra��metric� The larger the common pre�x
of two trees� the more similar they are� and the closer together they may be considered to
be� First� some terminology� A position or occurrence is a �nite string of positive integers�
Given a term M and a position u� the term M ju� when it exists� is a subterm of M de�ned
inductively thus�

M jhi � M

��x�M�j� � u � M ju

�MN�j� � u � M ju

�MN�j� � u � N ju

M ju is called the subterm of M at u� and when this is de�ned� u is called a position of M �
The syntactic depth of u is its length�
Two positions u and v are disjoint if neither is a pre�x of the other� Two redexes are

disjoint if their positions are� A set of positions or redexes is disjoint if every two distinct
members are�
Given two distinct terms M and N � let l be the length of the shortest position u such

that M ju and N ju are both de�ned� and are either of di�erent syntactic types or are distinct
variables� Then the larger l is� the more similar are M and N � The distance between M and
N is de�ned to be ��l� Denote this measure by ds�M�N�� ds�M�M� is de�ned to be �� This
is the syntactic metric� It is easily proved that it is a metric on the set of �nite terms� In
fact� it is an ultrametric� i�e� ds�M�N� � max �ds�M�P �� ds�P�N��� although this will not be
important� The completion of this metric space adds the in�nite terms� We call this set �s�
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The above is the de�nition of in�nite terms which we used in our study of trans�nite term
rewriting� but for lambda calculus the situation is a little more complicated� Consider the
term ���� � � I�I�I�I where I � �x�x� See Fig� �� This term has a combination of properties
which is rather strange from the point of view of �nitary lambda calculus� By the usual
de�nition of head normal form � being of the form �x� � � � �xn�yt� � � � tm � it is not in head
normal form� By an alternative formulation� trivially equivalent in the �nitary case� it is
in head normal form � it has no head redex� It is also a normal form� yet it is unsolvable
�that is� there are no terms N�� � � � � Nn such that MN� � � � Nn reduces to I�� The problem
is that application is strict in its �rst argument� and so an in�nitely left�branching chain of
applications has no obvious meaning� We can say much the same for an in�nite chain of
abstractions �x���x���x�� � � �
Another reason for reconsidering the de�nition of in�nite terms arises from analogy with

term rewriting� In a term such as F �x� y� z�� the function symbol F is at syntactic depth
�� If it is curried� that is� represented as Fxyz� or explicitly ������F� x�� y�� z� �as it would
be if we were to translate the term rewrite system into lambda calculus�� the symbol F now
occurs at syntactic depth �� We could instead consider it to be at depth zero� more generally�
we can de�ne a new measure of depth which deems the left argument of an application to be
at the same depth as the application itself� and the body of an abstraction to be at the same
depth as the abstraction�

Definition ��� Given a term M and a position u ofM � the applicative depth of the subterm
of M at u� if it exists� is de�ned by�

Da�M� hi� � �

Da��x�M� � � u� � Da�M�u�

Da�MN� � � u� � Da�M�u�

Da�MN� � � u� � � �Da�N� u�

The associated measure of distance is denoted da� and the space of �nite and in�nite terms
�a�

In general� we can specify for each of the three contexts �x�� �� � �M � and M � � whether the
depth of the hole is equal to or one greater than the depth of the whole expression� Syntactic
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depth sets all three equal to �� For applicative depth� the three depths are �� �� and �
respectively� This suggests a general de�nition�

Definition ��� Given a term M a position u of M � and a string of three binary digits abc�
there is an associated measure of depth Dabc�

Dabc�M� hi� � �

Dabc��x�M� � � u� � a�Dabc�M�u�

Dabc�MN� � � u� � b�Dabc�M�u�

Dabc�MN� � � u� � c�Dabc�N� u�

The associated measure of distance is denoted dabc and the space of �nite and in�nite terms
�abc�

We write ��� D� or d when we do not need to specify which space of in�nite terms� measure
of depth� or metric we are referring to� When we refer to certain sets of depth measures� we
write e�g� ���� to mean all of ����� ����� ����� and �����
We have already seen that ds � d��� and da � d���� Some of the other measures also have

an intuitive signi�cance� d��� �weakly applicative depth� or dw� may be associated with the
lazy lambda calculus �AO	��� in which abstraction is considered lazy � �x�M is meaningful
even when M is not� Denote the corresponding set of �nite and in�nite terms by �w� d���

is the discrete metric� the trivial notion in which the depth of every subterm of a term is
zero� This gives the discrete metric space of �nite terms� no in�nite terms� and no reduction
sequences converging to in�nite terms � the usual �nitary lambda calculus�
Many of our results will apply uniformly to all eight in�nitary lambda calculi� and we will

only specify the depth measure when necessary� In the �nal section we will �nd that some of
them have unsatisfactory technical properties� The other measures all give rise to di�erent
B�ohm�like trans�nite term models of the lambda calculus�

Lemma ��� Considered as a set� �abc is the subset of ���� consisting exactly of those terms
which do not contain an in�nite sequence of nodes in which each node is at the same abc�depth
as its parent� �Its metric and topology are not the subspace metric and topology�	 �

Both �s and �w contain unsolvable normal forms� such as �x���x���x� � � � In �a every
normal form is solvable�

��
 What is an in�nite reduction sequence�
We have spoken informally of convergent reduction sequences but not yet de�ned them� The
obvious de�nition is that a reduction sequence of length � converges if the sequence of terms
converges with respect to the metric� However� this proves to be an unsatisfactory de�nition�
for the same reasons as in �KKSdV	�� There are two problems� Firstly� a certain property
which is important for attaching computational meaning to reduction sequences longer than
� fails�

Definition ��� A reduction system admitting trans�nite sequences satis�es the Compres�
sion Property if for every reduction sequence from a term s to a term t� there is a reduction
sequence from s to t of length at most ��
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A counterexample to the Compression Property is easily found in �s� Let An � ��x�An���
�Bn�x�� and B � ��x�y�z� Then A� �

� C where C � ��x�C��B��� and C � ��x�C��yB���
A� cannot be reduced to ��x�C��yB�� in � or fewer steps� �We do not know if the Compres�
sion Property holds for the above notion of convergence in �a or �w��
The second di�culty with this notion of convergence is that taking the limit of a sequence

loses certain information about the relationship between subterms of di�erent terms in the
sequence� Consider the term I� of �a� and the in�nite reduction sequence starting from this
term which at each stage reduces the outermost redex� I� � I� � I� � � � � All the terms
of this sequence are identical� so the limit is I�� However� each of the in�nitely many redexes
contained in the original term is eventually reduced� yet the limit appears to still have all of
them� It is not possible to say that any redex in the limit term arises from any of the redexes
in the previous terms in the sequence�
A third di�culty arises when we consider translations of term rewriting systems into the

lambda calculus� Even when such a translation preserves �nitary reduction� it may not
preserve Cauchy convergent reduction� Consider the term rewrite rule A�x� � A�B�x���
This gives a Cauchy convergent term rewrite sequence A�C�� A�B�C��� A�B�B�C��� � � �
If one tries to translate this by de�ning A� � Y ��f��x�f�Bx�� �for some ��term B�� where
Y is Church�s �xed point operator �f���x�f�xx����x�f�xx��� then the resulting sequence
will have an accumulation point corresponding to the term A�B��� but will not be Cauchy
convergent� The reason is that what is a single reduction step in the term rewrite system
becomes a sequence of several steps in the lambda calculus� and while the �rst and last terms
of that sequence may be very similar� the intermediate terms are not� destroying convergence�
The remedy for all these problems is the same as in �KKSdV	�� besides requiring that

the sequence of terms converges� we also require that the depths of the redexes which the
sequence reduces must tend to in�nity�

Definition ��� A pre�reduction sequence of length � is a function � from an ordinal � to
reduction steps of ��� and a function � from � � � to terms of ��� such that if ���� is
a �r b then a � ���� and b � ��� � ��� Note that in a pre�reduction sequence� there need
be no relation between the term ���� and any of its predecessors when � is a limit ordinal�
A pre�reduction sequence is a Cauchy convergent reduction sequence if � is continuous with

respect to the usual topology on ordinals and the metric on ���
It is a strongly convergent reduction sequence if it is Cauchy convergent and if� for every

limit ordinal � � �� lim���d� � �� where d� is the depth of the redex reduces by the step
����� �The measure of depth is the one appropriate to each version of ����
If � is a limit ordinal� then an open pre�reduction sequence is de�ned as above� except

that the domain of � is �� If � is continuous� the sequence is Cauchy continuous� and if the
condition of strong convergence is satis�ed at each limit ordinal less than �� it is strongly
continuous�

When we speak of a reduction sequence� we will mean a strongly continuous reduction
sequence unless otherwise stated� Di�erent measures of depth give di�erent notions of strong
continuity and convergence�
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�� Descendants and residuals


�� Descendants
When a reduction M � N is performed� each subterm of M gives rise to certain subterms of
N � its descendants � in an intuitively obvious way� Everything works in almost exactly
the same way as for �nitary lambda calculus�

Definition ��� Let u be a position of t� and let there be a redex ��x�M�N of t at v� reduction
of which gives a term t�� The set of descendants of u by this reduction� u	v� is de�ned by
cases�

� If u �� v then u	v � fug�

� If u � v or u � v � � then u	v � 	�

� If u � v � � � w then u	v � fv � y � w j y is a free occurrence of x in Mg� If u � v � � � w
then u	v � fv � wg�

The trace of u by the reduction at v� u		v� is de�ned in the same way� except for the second
case� if u � v or u � v � � then u		v � fvg�
For a set of positions U � U	v �

S
fu	v j u 
 Ug and U		v �

S
fu		v j u 
 Ug�

The notions of descendant and trace can be extended to reductions of arbitrary length� but
�rst we must de�ne the notion of the limit of an in�nite sequence of sets�

Definition ��� Let S � fS� j � 
 �g be a sequence of sets� where � is a limit ordinal�
De�ne

lim inf S �
�

���

�

�����

S� lim supS �
�

���

�

�����

S�

When lim inf S � lim supS� write limS or lim��� S� for both�

Definition ��� Let U be a set of positions of t� and let S be a reduction sequence from t to
t�� For a reduction sequence of the form S � r where r is a single step� U	�S � r� � �U	S� � r�
If the length of S is a limit ordinal � then U	S � lim��� U	S��
U		S is de�ned similarly�

Strong convergence of S ensures that the above limit exists�

Lemma ��� Let U be a set of positions of redexes of t� and let S be a reduction from t to t��
Then there is a redex at every member of U	S� �

Definition ��� The redexes at U	S in the preceding lemma are called the residuals of the
redexes at U �

Definition ��� Let u and v be positions of the initial and �nal terms respectively of a
sequence S� If v 
 u		S� we also say that u contributes to v �via S�� If there is a redex at v�
then u contributes to that redex if u contributes to v or v � ��
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We do not de�ne descendants� traces� residuals� and contribution for Cauchy convergent
reductions� which is not surprising given the examples of section ����
The next theorem establishes the computational meaning of trans�nite sequences� by show�

ing that every �nite part of the limit of such a sequence depends on only a �nite amount of
the work occurring in the sequence�

Theorem ��� For any strongly convergent sequence t� �
� t� and any position u of t�� the

set of all positions of all terms in the sequence which contribute to u is �nite� and the set of
all reduction steps contributing to u is �nite�

Proof� For each t� in the sequence� we construct the set U� of positions of t� contributing
to u� and prove that it is �nite� We also show that there are only �nitely many di�erent such
sets� hence their union is �nite�
Suppose U��� is �nite� and t� � t��� reduces a redex at position v� Let w 
 U���� If w

and v are disjoint� or w 
 v� then w is the only position of t� contributing to v in t���� If
w � v� then v� v ��� v �� ��� and possibly v �� �if the redex has the form ��x�x�N� are the only
such positions� If w � v� and the redex at v is ��x�M�N � then there is a unique position in
either M or N which contributes to w� In each case� the set of positions is �nite� hence U��
which is the union of those sets for all w 
 U���� is �nite�
Suppose U� is de�ned and �nite for a limit ordinal �� By strong convergence and the

�niteness of U�� there is a �nal segment of t� �
� t�� say from t� to t�� in which every step

is at a depth more than � greater than the depth of every member of U � It follows that each
U� for � �  
 � is equal to U�� and is therefore �nite�
Finitely many repetitions of the above argument su�ce to calculate U� for all �� demon�

strating that there are only �nitely many di�erent such sets� and all of them are �nite�
Each reduction step contributing to u takes place at a pre�x of a position in some U�� By

strong convergence� only �nitely many steps can take place at any one position� therefore
there are only �nitely many such steps� �


�� Developments
Definition ��	 A development of a set of redexes R of a termM is a sequence in which every
step reduces some residual of some member of R by the previous steps of the sequence� It is
complete if it is strongly convergent and the �nal term contains no residual of any member
of R�

Not every set of redexes has a complete development� ���� contains the term I� �
��x�x����x�x����x�x��� � ����� Every attempt to reduce all the redexes in this term must give a
reduction sequence containing in�nitely many reduction steps at the root of the term� which
is not strongly convergent by any notion of depth� Note that the set consisting of every redex
at odd syntactic depth has a complete development� as does the set consisting of every redex
at even syntactic depth� but their union does not� In every other version of �� except ���
�the �nitary calculus� the term ��x����x����x��� � ���z��z��z behaves in a similar manner�

Theorem ��
 Complete developments of the same set of redexes end at the same term�
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Proof� �Outline�	 In the �nitary case one proves this by showing that ��� it is true for a set
of pairwise disjoint redexes� ��� it is true for any pair of redexes� and ��� all developments
are �nite� The result then follows by an application of Newman�s Lemma�
In the in�nitary case� ��� and ��� are still true� and indeed obvious� but ��� is of course

false� The situation is complicated by the fact that a set of redexes can have a strongly
convergent complete development without all its developments being strongly convergent�
One proceeds instead by picking out one particular development of the given set of redexes�

analogous to the �standard� development de�ned in �nitary rewriting� such that the set has
a strongly convergent complete development if and only if its standard development is com�
plete� Properties of the standard development then allow one to use ��� and ��� to construct
a �tiling diagram� for the standard development and any other complete development� and
to show that the right and bottom edges of the diagram are empty� This shows that the two
developments converge to the same limit� �

In the �nitary case� the existence of complete developments can be used to prove the
Church�Rosser property� In the in�nitary case� we have seen that complete developments
do not always exist� As a result� the Church�Rosser property does not hold� An example
which works for depth measures ��� and ��� is the in�nite term which may be described
thus� M � ��x�M ��y� M � � ��x�M�z� This can be reduced in in�nitely many steps to
My � ��x�My�y or to Mz � ��x�Mz�z� which clearly have no common reduct� For depth
measures ��� and ���� the term M � KM �K� M � � KMI� where K � �x��y�x behaves
similarly� We shall see later� however� that the Church�Rosser property does hold up to
equality of a certain class of �meaningless� terms�

�� The truncation theorem

Some results about the �nitary lambda calculus can be transferred to the in�nitary setting
by using �nite approximations to in�nite terms�

Definition ��� A �� term is a term of the version of lambda calculus obtained by adding
� as a new symbol� ��� is de�ned from �� as �� is from ��
The terms of ��� have a natural partial ordering� de�ned by stipulating that �� t for all

t� and that application and abstraction are monotonic�
A truncation of a term t is any term t� such that t� � t� We may also say that t� is weaker

than t� or t is stronger than t��

Theorem ��� Let t� �
� t� be a reduction sequence� Let s� be a pre�x of t�� and for � 
 ��

let s� be the pre�x of t� contributing to s�� Then for any term r� such that s� � r� there is
a reduction sequence r� �

�� r� such that�

�� For all �� s� is a pre�x of r��

�� If t� � t��� is performed at position u and contributes to s�� then r� � r��� by
reduction at u�


� If t� � t��� is performed at position u and does not contribute to s�� then r� � r����
�



�� The Compressing Lemma �

As an example of the use of this theorem� we demonstrate that �� is conservative over
the �nitary calculus� for terms having �nite normal forms�

Corollary ��� If t �� s and s� is a �nite pre�x of s� then t is reducible in �nitely many
steps to a term having s� as a pre�x� In particular� if t is reducible to a �nite term� it is
reducible to that term in �nitely many steps�

Proof� From Theorems 
�� and �� � �

Corollary ��� If a �nite term is reducible to a �nite normal form� it is reducible to that
normal form in the �nitary lambda calculus� �

�� The Compressing Lemma

One of our justi�cations for the interest of in�nite terms and sequences is to see them as
limits of �nite terms and sequences� From this point of view� the computational meaning
may be obscure of a sequence of length longer than � � which performs an in�nite amount of
work and then doing some more work� We therefore wish to be assured that every reduction
sequence of length greater than � is equivalent to one of length no more than �� in the sense
of having the same initial and �nal term� This allows us to freely use sequences longer than
� without losing computational relevance�

Theorem ��� �Compressing Lemma�� In ��� for every strongly convergent sequence there
is a strongly convergent sequence with the same endpoints whose length is at most ��

Proof� The corresponding theorem of �KKSdV	� shows that the case of a sequence of
length � � � implies the whole theorem� and the proof is not dependent on the details of
rewriting � it is valid for any abstract trans�nite reduction system �as de�ned in �Ken	����
Suppose we have a reduction of the form S��� � s� �� s� �d s���� where the �nal

step rewrites a redex at depth d� By strong convergence of the �rst � steps� the sequence
must have the form s� �� C���x�M�N�M�� � � � �Mn� �

�
d�� C���x�M ��N ��M �

�� � � � �M
�
n� �d

C�M ��x �� N ���� where the context C�� � �� is a pre�x of every term of the sequence from some
point onwards� and all its holes are at depth d� The reduction of C���x�M�N�M�� � � � �Mn�
to C���x�M ��N ��M �

�� � � � �M
�
n� consists of an interleaving of reductions of M to M �� N to N ��

and each Mi to M �
i of length at most �� Conversely� any reductions of lengths at most �

starting from M � N � and each Mi can be interleaved to give a reduction of length at most �
starting from C���x�M�N�M�� � � � �Mn�� The theorem will therefore be established if� given
reductions of M to M � and N to N � of length at most �� we can construct a reduction from
��x�M�N to M ��x �� N �� of length at most �� This can be done by �rst reducing ��x�M�N
to M �x �� N �� and then interleaving a reduction of M to M � and reductions of all the copies
of N to N � in a strongly convergent way� The details are simple to work out� �

Remark ��� The Compressing Lemma is false for ���reduction� For a counterexample�
let M � Y ��f��x�I�fx��� Then �x�Mxx �� �x�I�I�I�������x �	 I�I�I�������� However�
�x�Mxx is not reducible in � steps or fewer to I�I�I��������
This is not surprising� The ��rule requires testing for the absence of the bound variable

in the body of the abstraction� if the abstraction is in�nite� this is an in�nite task� and such
discontinuities are to be expected�
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�� Head normal forms and B�ohm trees

We earlier gave counterexamples to the Church�Rosser property for all the in�nitary lambda
calculi� and remarked the property does hold up to equality of a certain set of �meaningless�
terms� Here we de�ne and study that class�
In the �nitary calculus� one has the concept of the B�ohm tree of a term� which from the

in�nitary perspective can be regarded as its normal form with respect to in�nitary reduction
together with a rule allowing subterms having no head normal form to be rewritten to the
symbol �� A head normal form is simply a term of the form �x� � � � �xn�yt� � � � tm�
When one considers the various forms of in�nitary calculus� one sees that in ����� the head

normal forms are precisely the terms which do not have a redex at depth �� An equivalent
characterisation is that they are the terms which cannot be reduced to a term having a redex
at depth �� The equivalence does not hold for some of the other measures of depth� We take
the latter as more important� and call it ��stability�

Definition ��� A ��redex of a term is a beta redex or an occurrence of � at depth �� A
term of ��� is ��stable if it cannot be beta reduced to a term containing a ��redex� It is
��active it cannot be beta reduced to a ��stable term�

For ����
� � ��stability is the same as being in normal form and not containing �� For ����

� �
��stability is the same as being in head normal form and not containing � in the place of the
head variable�
We now generalise the traditional concept of B�ohm reduction�

Definition ��� Bohm reduction is reduction in ��� by the � rule and the� rule� viz�M � �
if M is ��active and not �� We write �B for B�ohm reduction and �� for reduction by the
��rule alone�
A Bohm tree is a normal form of ��� with respect to B�ohm reduction�

We will show that for some depth measures� every term has a unique B�ohm normal form�
However� for this it is essential that the ��active terms are closed under substitution� This is
not so for the measures ���� as shown by the term �x!�� where ! � ��x�xx���x�xx�� This is
��active� but its instance �KI!� reduces to the ��stable term I�

Lemma ��� For depth measures ���� the set of ��active terms is closed under substitution�

Proof� Suppose that t is ��active� Consider any instance ��t� of t and any reduction
��t���

� s�� We shall prove that s� is not ��stable� which implies that ��t� is ��active�
Begin by imitating the reduction of ��t� to s� on t� Let r� be a term in the former sequence

and r the corresponding term of the constructed sequence� There will be a set of disjoint
positions Ur of r such that r and r� di�er only in the subterms at Ur� Initially� this set will
be the set of positions of free variables of t which are substituted for in t��
If the step starting from r� is within a subterm in Ur� then we omit that step from the

constructed sequence� If the redex of r� is at a position u such that no pre�x of u � � is in
Ur� then the redex is present in r also� and may be reduced� Finally� the redex may be at a
position u such that u � � is in Ur� This means that the redex node is outside the subterms at
Ur� but its rator node is in one of those subterms� In this case� both u and u � � are positions
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of r� the former is an application� but the latter may not be an abstraction� and therefore
there may be no beta redex at u in r� We omit this reduction step from the constructed
sequence� add u to Ur� and omit from Ur every position of which u is a proper pre�x� to
obtain the set of positions relating the next pair of corresponding terms of the sequences�
The result is to reduce t to a term s which di�ers from s� only in subterms at positions in

a set Us� such that for each u 
 Us� sju has the form xt� � � � tn�n � �� where x is free in s�
and s� is a reduct of a substitution instance of s�
Furthermore� ��t� is reducible to ��s� �by performing exactly the same reductions that

reduce t to s�� and ��s���
� s� by reductions taking place entirely within the subterms at Ur

for the terms r in the sequence from t to s�
By hypothesis� s is not ��stable� Therefore it is beta reducible to a term q containing a

��redex� By continuing the construction above� we can obtain the remaining reductions of
Fig� �� where q and q� di�er in the same manner that s and s� di�ered� �To reduce clutter�
all arrows in this and similar �gures represent reductions of arbitrary length��
Because the depth measure is ���� the subterms of q at Uq� being all of the form xt� � � � tn�

cannot contain any ��redexes of q� nor the abstraction node of a ��redex� Therefore ��q� must
contain a ��redex at the same position as q does� The reduction of ��q� to q� is performed
entirely within subterms in Uq� therefore q

� also contains a ��redex at the same position� Thus
s� is not ��stable� �

Definition ��� Two terms t and s are equivalent if they di�er from each other only at a set
of positions U such that for all u 
 U � tju and sju are ��active�

Lemma ��� For depth measures ���� ���� and ���� if t and s are equivalent� and t ��
� t��

then for some s� equivalent to t�� s��
� s�� The latter reduction can be chosen so as to reduce

no redexes inside ��active subterms�

Proof� Assuming the hypotheses� we imitate the reduction of t to t� on s� Suppose we have
a step t� �� t�� and a term s� equivalent to t�� If the beta redex is inside one of the ��active
subterm of t� at which t� di�ers from s�� then since ��active terms are by de�nition closed
under beta reduction� taking s� � s� gives a term equivalent to t�� If neither the beta redex
nor its rator are contained in any of those subterms� the beta redex is present in s�� Reducing
it gives s�� which �since by Lemma ���� ��active terms are closed under substitution� must
be equivalent to t�� Finally� suppose the redex has the form ��x�M�N � where �x�M is one
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of the ��active subterms at which t� di�ers from s�� Let the subterms of s� corresponding to
�x�M and N be M � and N �� For �x�M to be ��active� the depth measure must be ���� M �

is ��active� For depth ���� this implies that M �N � is also ��active �since ��active terms for
depth ��� are just the terms without head normal form�� ��x�M�N is also ��active� Thus
the redex of t� is in fact in a ��active subterm of t� corresponding to a ��active subterm of
s�� reducing this case to one previously considered�
The positions at which reductions are performed in the sequence starting from s are a

subsequence of the positions of reductions of the given sequence� Therefore the construction
can be continued past limit points of the sequences� �

A counterexample for the depth measure ��� is given by taking t � ��x�!�y and s � !y�
These are equivalent� since for depth ���� �x�! and ! are both ��active� However� t�� !� but
s is not beta�reducible to anything equivalent to !� The same terms provide counterexamples
to all the later theorems which exclude ����

Corollary ��� For depth measures ���� ���� and ���� given the hypotheses of Lemma ����
if t��

� s then Fig� 
 can be formed� �

Lemma ��� For depth measures ���� ���� and ����

�� If t and s are equivalent� then t is ��stable if and only if s is ��stable�

�� If t and s are equivalent� then t is ��active if and only if s is ��active�


� Lemma ��� also holds when the given reduction of t to t� is a Bohm reduction�

Proof�

�� Suppose t and s are equivalent� t is ��stable� and s is not ��stable� Then s beta reduces
to a term r having a ��redex� By Lemma ��� t beta reduces to a term q equivalent
to r� If q has a ��redex� then t is not ��stable� If q is ��active� then t is not ��stable�
Thus for t to be ��stable� q and r must have the same pre�x to depth �� r must have
a beta redex ��x�M�N at depth �� and the corresponding subterm of q must have the
form M �N �� where both �x�M and M � are ��active� If the depth measure is ���� then
�x�M cannot be ��active� If the depth measure is ���� then M � is at depth � in q� so
q is not ��stable� and therefore neither is t� The other depth measures are excluded by
hypothesis� Thus in every case� t is not ��stable�
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�� Suppose s is not ��active� Then s reduces to a ��stable term r� By Lemma ��� t reduces
to a term equivalent to r� which by part � must be ��stable� Therefore t is not ��active�

�� The proof of Lemma �� can be extended to handle B�ohm reductions� using part � to
justify omitting all ��reductions when constructing the sequence from s�

�

Theorem ��	 �The Church�Rosser property� up to equality of ��active subterms�� For depth
measures ���� ���� and ���� Let t ��

� s and t ��
� s�� Then there exist equivalent terms r

and r�� and beta reductions of s to r and s� to r��

Proof��Outline�	 The strategy for proving this is the same as that followed in �KKSdV	� in
proving the trans�nite Church�Rosser property for orthogonal term rewrite systems modulo
a class of terms there called �hyper�collapsing��
First� we introduce a new unary function symbol �� and replace the beta rule by a set of

rules ��n��x�M��N � �n���M �x �� N ��� The depth measure is extended by stipulating that
the depth of M in ��M� is �� The purpose of this modi�cation to ensure that every residual
of a redex is at a depth at least as great as the depth of the redex� From this it follows that
every reduction sequence in the new system is strongly convergent� The usual proof of the
Church�Rosser property for the �nitary calculus� by means of complete developments and
tiling diagrams �cf� �Bar�
�� ������ can then be applied to the trans�nite case� demonstrating
that the modi�ed calculus is trans�nitely Church�Rosser�
Finally� we transfer this property to the original calculus� Given two reductions t ��

� s
and t��

� s�� these correspond in an obvious way to reductions starting from t in the modi�ed
calculus� and ending with terms which are versions of s and s� with added occurrences of ��
By the Church�Rosser property these can be extended to a common �nal term� The resulting
sequences can then be mapped back to strongly convergent sequences starting from s and s�

in the original calculus� provided we omit every step performed in a ��active subterm� By a
version of Lemma �� for the modi�ed calculus� this results in the required reductions of s to
r and s� to r�� �

Lemma ��
 For depth measures ���� ���� and ����

�� The set of ��active terms is closed under Bohm reduction�

�� The complement of the set of ��active terms is closed under beta reduction and ��
reduction�

Proof�

�� Immediate from Lemma �� ����

�� Closure under ��reduction follows from Lemma �� ����

For closure under beta reduction� suppose t��
� s and t is not ��active� Then t ��

� r
for some ��stable r� By Theorem ���� there are beta reductions s ��

� q and r ��
� q�

such that q and q� are equivalent� Since r is ��stable� so are q and q�� therefore s is not
��active�
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�

Theorem ���� For every depth measure� every term has a Bohm normal form�

Proof� A term t is either ��active or not� If it is� it has the B�ohm normal form �� If it is
not� then it can be reduced to a ��stable term s� Repeating the construction recursively on
the subterms of s at depth � constructs a reduction of t to a term which is stable to every
depth� i�e� a B�ohm normal form� �

The above proof does not show uniqueness of B�ohm normal forms� For three of the pos�
sible depth measures� uniqueness does not hold� For ���� a counterexample is the term
��y�y!��KI�� which has the B�ohm reductions ��y�y!��KI� ��

� I and ��y�y!��KI� �� �
�KI�� which have no common reduct� For the measures ���� a counterexample is ��x�!�y�
where ! � ��x�xx���x�xx�� This term has reductions ��x�!�y �� !�� � and ��x�!�y ��

!y �� �y� Both � and �y are B�ohm normal forms� This also refutes the Church�Rosser
property of B�ohm reduction for these depth measures�

Lemma ���� For depth measures ���� ���� and ���� ��reduction is trans�nitely Church�
Rosser�

Proof� It is immediate from Lemma ��	��� that if t is ��reducible to s� it is so reducible
by the reduction of a set of ��redexes at pairwise disjoint positions� Given two ��reductions
t ��

� s and t ��
� s�� take the set of outermost members of the union of the two associated

sets� Reduction of all of these ��redexes gives a term r which both s and s� are ��reducible
to� �

Theorem ���� For depth measures ���� ���� and ���� Bohm reduction is trans�nitely
Church�Rosser�

Proof� Suppose we have two B�ohm reductions starting from a term t� By Lemma �� ���
they can be put into the form t��

� �
�
� s� and t��

� �
�
� s��

We then construct Fig� 
� The top left square exists by Theorem ���� The top right and
bottom left are given by Corollary ���� The remaining squares follow from Lemma ����� �

So for depth measures ���� ���� and ���� every term has a unique B�ohm tree� This
gives a trans�nite term model of lambda calculus� where the objects are the B�ohm normal
forms� ordered according to Def� 
��� The usual B�ohm model is the model associated with
applicative depth� ���� The larger model described by Berarducci ��Ber�� is the one associated
with syntactic depth� ���� In this model the ��stable terms are the root�stable terms� and
the ��active terms are the terms which Berarducci calls mute� The B�ohm model for weakly
applicative depth� ���� is related to Ong and Abramsky�s models for lazy lambda calculus
�AO	���
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